BTB Triple – 30.01.11 = Worcester, Vegas & Portsmouth
Nine intrepid Westcott Archers set out early on Sunday morning, on their annual challenge that is
known as the Triple at BTB in Daventry. I will mention no names, but had it not been for a timely
phone call, one of our number would have slept through the whole thing! That internal alarm clock
really isn’t working for you is it Sandra? Oops!
After the first round (the Worcester), which everyone seemed to be reasonably pleased with, ECC
(Emma’s Confectionary Company) shared out some delicious chocolate cup cakes, with the most
unusual topping. Ask Adrian why he has been nicknamed ‘Adrian Glitter Pants’. However, I think
not giving the standard warning to a judge (‘mind the glitter, it gets everywhere Brian!’) may have
been a little detrimental to any future line-cutters!
Although not all of us were as happy as some at their scores, we all agreed it was a great day, 3
rounds it’s quiet a challenge!
We had a good haul on the raffle – we loved your little handbag Terry, nice tea set for Dave, and
thanks to Sandra for sharing out the box of Cadbury’s cream eggs.
So how’d we do?
Fred

Barebow

Gold for the triple, Gold for the Worcester

Jean

Compound

Gold for the Double, Gold for the Vegas

Fergus

Compound

Bronze for the Triple, Bronze for the Worcester

Janice

Longbow

Gold for the Double, Silver for the Worcester

Fergus, Stuart, Jean and Adrian – TEAM Gold for the Triple
Click here to see full results sheet.
Well done everyone, we get to keep the team and individual trophies this year, as BTB are changing
their name and venue I believe. Next week is Kestrals Double Worcester, see you all there….
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